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What of the day, O weary eyes? The day is hard and long,

wind across the fairest skies; It hath a dreamy song
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weary eyes, be comforted, The dear God knoweth best, However long the day may be, The
night shall give us rest. What of the night, O aching hearts? The
night may bring you pain, Your dearest dreams may mock at you, Your

prayer may seem in vain—O aching hearts, be satisfied, Look

up and have no fear,—The saddest night, the
darkest tide, The dawn will soon be here...
Quasi recit.

What of the night, the long, long night, The passing bells that call, The Valley of the Shadow, And the grass that covers all? Be not afraid, God's arm is nigh, To
guide you through the gloom, The morning of E-

ternity Begins beyond the tomb, The

allargando

morn-ing of E-ter-ni-ty Be-gins be-yond the

tomb...

a tempo.
OTHER RECENT SUCCESSFUL SONGS
BY EMINENT COMPOSERS

**THE PROMISE OF LIFE**

Words by CLIFTON BISHAM.
Music by FREDERIC H. COXEN.

Lord, make me strong, to work to live,
Lord, teach my heart all others to forgive:
As in Thy Name for:
given I may be, Lord, make me strong in love and love but Thee.
Lord, make me strong in love and love but Thee.

**THE LORD IS IN HIS HOLY TEMPLE**

Words from THE PSALMS.
Music by ISABEL HIGHTON.
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